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Abstract
In faulted reservoirs, structural uncertainty arises from two major sources: systematic error of the seismic method and human error of
the interpreter. When the distance between faults along a sample line is greater than the distance between lines, the pattern of faulting
is usually clear. The error in lateral positioning of structures is then similar to the error in the vertical dimension, and both are
dominantly systematic. This is typical of good 3D seismic data. For 2D data, poor 3D data, and situations when faults are more
closely-spaced than lines of the interpretation sub-grid, the pattern of faulting becomes much more interpretive. The effects of
systematic errors become second-order relative to those inherent in the interpreter’s “model”. The Otway Basin is a passive margin
displaying multiple rift events and a complex history of faulting. The Gambier Embayment, within the basin, contains what we now
recognise as two vintages of faults with a small angular offset of trends. The older, deep-seated, faults have displacement increasing
with depth, and a younger set have their displacement maxima at a higher level in the overburden. In the original structural model
(work by a 3rd party) the distinction between these two sets was not made, and consequently prospect maps were largely erroneous. In
this new work we quantify the relative uncertainty by assuming that the fault configuration should represent a minimum volume strain
given the interpreted, local, offsets. By mapping the displacement patterns on the fault planes from the original structural model we
show that the displacement gradients, locally, are unrealistically high. Using the regions of implied high displacement gradient as an
indicator for higher uncertainty we were able to break out the faults into two self-consistent sets each of lower implied volume strain.
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Introduction
• Re-introduce some simple geometric ideas about
displacement on fault surfaces
• Use those ideas to analyse a prospect map from
South Australia
• Introduce a concept of “minimum” strain as a guide to
good/bad fault interpretation
• Show a reinterpretation of the prospect using the
minimum strain approach

Simple fault displacement patterns
Lateral tip point

Increasing throw

•The separation polygons can be
used to calculate the variation of
displacement across the fault
surface.
•In this example the fault
surface is coloured by throw in
milliseconds, i.e. the vertical
component of dip separation. (In
a TWT dataset, vertical &
horizontal components can’t be
mixed.)
•Maximum throw is c.70ms at the
centre of the fault.
•The upper tips of the
interpreted fault segments were
also used to constrain the
pattern, helping to define the
tip-line around the fault surface,
where the fault displacement
drops to zero.

Upper/lower fault tips
•Fault surfaces do not continue
downwards indefinitely.
•Many smaller faults can be observed to
die out to a lower tip. In this example,
offset of marker beds dies out upwards
and downwards (at similar rates) from a
displacement maximum around the central
part of the fault. This is analogous to the
lateral dying out of an isolated fault in
opposite directions on a horizon map.
•Note that these are not growth faults –
layer thicknesses do not increase across
them.

Simple fault displacement patterns
•
•
•
•

Idealised model for ‘isolated’ single faults, based on many detailed observations
(outcrop, mines, reflection data).
Fault surfaces are ~elliptical discontinuities in the rock volume, usually longer
than they are tall.
Displacement is at a maximum near the centre and diminishes outwards in all
directions to the edge of the fault, the tip-line, where the displacement is zero.
N.b. on seismic reflection data, the outer rim of the fault (and tip-line) are likely
to be below seismic resolution.
Tip-line

Separation polygon

Horizon-1

Contours of
displacement on
fault surface

Max. Displ.
Horizon-2

•
•
•

Displacement mapping is a powerful QC
tool

This example comes from an early reconnaissance interpretation of a field in the
northern North Sea.
In map view the series of fault cuts appear to line up as a single fault, but the
perspective view of the fault surface (coloured by throw in a TrapTester model)
strongly suggests that two fault surfaces are present.
Subsequent detailed mapping of the 3D survey confirmed the lack of a throughgoing fault.

1km

TWT

Correlating fault segments into planes
•This cartoon illustrates that
the correlation of fault cuts
between a set of parallel
seismic lines is not necessarily
straightforward.
•Aliasing can occur if the
picked line spacing is greater
than half the fault spacing.
•The solution is to use data in
the perpendicular direction,
and build a mesh of
interpretation picks on each
major fault.
(from Freeman et al 1990)

Gambier Embayment
Harris Flat prospect review
of 2D interpretation
•Due diligence before drilling
•Feedback and advice
•PIRSA get a royalty if successful
•Don’t want to risk drilling dry holes
•Trying to reduce critical uncertainties

Location of Gambier Embayment
Gambier
Embayment

Harris Flat, original mapping at top reservoir

Original interpretation - example

Analysis (TrapTester)
Building the faulted
framework
(2) The RAW horizon data and
fault planes are sufficient to
build the polygons and initial
framework model

(1) Horizon interpretation exists as twt
values along the seismic tracks

(3&4) The fault polygons for
all horizons and faults

Original prospect map Vs TrapTester map of the same data
NB Polygon heaves. In the
original maps the heaves
are overestimated by 100s
of metres
TrapTester is MISSING
some polygons

The missing polygons were made in
the mapping stage. They are based on
single fault traces and are essentially
GUESS work

Throw
Analysis

ALL faults have irregular
throw patterns with
unrealistic gradients
horizontally and vertically

x

Displacement
and Strain
–
Can we place
limits on wall
rock strains?
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Compilation from Bailey et al 2005

max dip dimension =
half max strike
dimension

Max shear strain = .5 U / .5 L
Max longitudinal strain = .5 U / .25 L
(Assumes dip dimension c. .5 strike
dimension)

(this just 1+e)

Dip separation
∂u
= gradient in the dip
∂y
direction (= longitudinal strain)
Dip separation
∂u
= gradient in the strike
∂x
direction

(= shear strain)

max strike dimension

∂u

Upper limit on ∂y = 0.2 (shortening or extension)
∂u

Upper limit on ∂x = 0.1 (Shear)

Longitudinal strain (dip direction) and Shear strain

Original interpretation – transparent planes

New interpretation – line traces

Throw Analysis

MOST faults have
a regular throw
pattern with
sensible gradients
horizontally and
vertically

What about the wall rock strains?

Longitudinal strain
Shear strain

Lower Sherbrook
(New interpretation)

Main
target

200ms
above
target

Near Top Warre Sst
(original interpretation)

Is the new interpretation correct?
This is a seismic
line along the
beach (2005/6)
Onshore 2D Interpretation

Offshore 3D survey (2007)
Time slice through variance cube

c. 40 km

Onshore interpretation of 2D data (2006)

Conclusions
• Mapping displacement over the entire fault
surface highlights interpretation busts
• Estimates of wall rock strains may provide a
suitable OBJECTIVE metric for discriminating
between correct and incorrect interpretations
• Interpretations that minimize the wall rock
strains appear to be geologically more plausible
• 3D quality interpretation from 2D data?

A lot of effort was put into improving the
seismic response
Raw shot record

Receiver
domain record
with FK filter
(1500m/s)

Commendable!
But…..
Final PSTM stack (2004 processing)

Raw stack with
noise spikes in data.

(Line HF-03)

Raw stack without noise
spikes in data

Initial analysis of fault interpretation
•The maximum displacement
at the centre of the fault is
larger on longer faults, see
graph.
• Large faults (>10km) tend to
have a displacement-length
ratio of the order of 1:10,
with significant scatter.
• Small faults tend to have a
displacement-length ratio of
around 1:100.
•This scaling is generally
considered to be related to
the mechanics of fault growth

1:10 trend

growth

1:100 trend

Provides a reality check for long/short faults

Towards further analysis – Build the framework model
All polygons computed for one fault
(Note the footwall splay)

All polygons for all faults

Seismic data loaded into the 3D interpretation environment

Top reservoir map for reference

Simple fault displacement patterns

Tip line = zero displacement

Decreasing throw vertically

Decreasing throw laterally

Building the fault surface

Initial interpretation was
input from fault-plane
point sets

Import of all planes

Towards a better solution
• Iterative interpretation
• Pick ALL obvious fault traces before horizons
• Pick horizons in 3D i.e. work from a well constrained part of the
structure by interpreting all horizons locally
• Correlate faults from line to line as part of the interpretation
process
• Use displacement analysis to (a) assess the correlations AND (b)
suggest alternative horizon interpretations
• Ensure that each piece of completed interpretation makes sense
in terms of displacements
• Use on-the-fly gridding to interpolate between lines of good
data quality on to lines of poor data quality
• Generate polygons by modelling horizon fault intersections
• A 2D work flow? Not really, it’s also good for reconnaissance
mapping of 3D data, good and poor quality

HF as originally mapped – reservoir depth

Britney Spears

Summary of obvious problems
• The mapped fault polygons overestimate the heave by
a factor of two or three (reduces size of target)
• Not all fault traces are picked
• Fault planes are interpreted as linear trends taking
the largest fault from seismic line to line (could be
correct …)
• SOME of the structural interpretation is made by
“inventing” polygons at the mapping stage
• There has been no notion of structural integrity
• Fault displacement patterns are erratic, ungeological
• Strains implied by the displacements are, locally,
geologically unrealistic

Compartmentalization?

Horizontal slice through fault planes at
reservoir level (approx.)

•Relatively simple structure
•Possible N-S compartmentalization
•Few insights into possible future problems

HIGH

LOW

Horizontal slice through fault planes at
reservoir level (approx.)

•More complex structure
•Possible compartmentalization in all
directions
•Huge impact on exploration well location
•Alerts possible future problems

Building the faulted
framework

(2) The RAW horizon data and
fault planes are sufficient to
build the polygons and initial
framework model

(1) Horizon interpretation exists as twt
values along the seismic tracks

(5) Final result is a set of high
quality maps

(3&4) The RAW horizon data
and fault polygons can be used
to generate high quality grids

